
 Data center infrastructure constantly evolves. We offer the widest array of data center test solutions across 

all network layers, from physical Layer 1 test to full network test of Layers 2–7 including software-defined 

networking (SDN)/network functions virtualization (NFV) validation and traffic loading. We accelerate data 

center infrastructure innovations so that you can focus on fast deployment of new services.

http://www.keysight.com/find/data-center-infrastructure

Emerging technologies such as 5G and IoT generate explosive amounts of data in the network and create new computing, storage, and performance demands in the data center.

Ten Things You Need To Know About Data Center Innovation

Keysight’s Solutions Span the 
Data Center Ecosystem10

Optical coherent technology, initially used in long-
haul transmission, expands into metro networks 
and data center interconnects (DCI). A new 
standard, 400ZR, uses dense wavelength division 
multiplexing (DWDM) and higher order modulation 
to transmit a 400GE payload over DCI links up to 
120 km. The 400ZR specification recommends 16-
QAM signaling at a symbol rate of about 60 Gbaud.

Optical Coherent 
Extends to DCI8

Ever increasing demand for a connected world with instant data access continues 
to drive data growth and fuel data center innovation. IDC predicts that the global 
datasphere will grow from 33 zettabytes (ZB) in 2018 to 175 ZB by 2025. One ZB of 
data is a billion terabytes (TB). To put that into perspective, Netflix estimates that a 
stream of standard definition video uses about 1 GB of data per hour and up to 3 GB 
per hour for each stream of high-definition (HD) video. Therefore, 175 ZB is equivalent 
to more than 58 trillion hours of watching HD Netflix TV shows or movies.

Source: Data Age 2025, sponsored by Seagate with data from IDC Global DataSphere, Nov 2018

Data Growth is Exploding

400GE is Revolutionary,  
Not Evolutionary

With the expectation of billions of devices connected to the internet and the data-
intensive real-time applications they will run, 100GE speeds that are common in data 
centers today are not fast enough. The move from 100GE to 400GE in the data center 
is revolutionary, not evolutionary. Optical transceivers will need to use advanced 
signal modulation and coding to reach 400GE speeds. These techniques create new 
test challenges for transceiver manufacturers.

CHALLENGES SOLUTIONS
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According to the Shannon-Hartley theorem, there 
is a theoretical maximum amount of error-free 
data over a specified channel bandwidth in the 
presence of noise. Either the channel bandwidth 
or the number of signal levels must increase to 
improve the data rate or channel capacity. 

Non-return-to-zero (NRZ) and 4-level pulse 
amplitude modulation (PAM4) are two modulation 
technologies that can enable 400GE.  As speeds 
of NRZ designs increase above 28 gigabits per 
second (Gb/s), channel loss in the transmission 
medium is a limiting factor. PAM4 is recommended 
to reach 400GE speeds.

PAM4 is 
Recommended

FEC Offsets Noise  in PAM4 Signals 

PAM4 designs are far more susceptible to noise since an amplitude swing of two 
represents four signal levels, resulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). With 
400GE using PAM4 signals, naturally occurring errors in the system are acceptable to 
a certain level and then corrected with forward error correction (FEC) to account for 
excess noise. The result is a nearly error-free environment post-FEC.Higher Density Drives Testing Innovation
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Faster networking speeds require faster memory and faster serial bus communication. 
As data center operators migrate their networks to 400GE, they also need to plan for 
the next generation of high-speed computing interfaces. PCIe expansion bus will move 
from PCIe 4.0 to PCIe 5.0, and DDR memory will move from DDR4 to DDR5.

Computing Standards Move to Gen5
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New interconnect standards, such as Open Coherent 
Accelerator Processor Interface (OpenCAPI), Gen-Z, and 
Cache Coherent Interconnect for Accelerators (CCIX), offer 
alternatives to the PCIe standard. These bus standards 
specialize in areas where PCIe is not customized.

Emerging New  Standards  
Offer Alternatives 

ADS High-Speed Digital  
Design and Simulation Software

AresONE-400GE QSFP-DD 
High-Density 8-Port Test System

Infiniium UXR-Series  
Real-Time Oscilloscopes

M8040A 64 Gbaud 
High-Performance BERT

N6472A IEEE802.3bs/cd Compliance
Application for Infiniium Z-Series Oscilloscopes

N8827A PAM4 Analysis Software
for Infiniium Real-Time Oscilloscopes

N1000A DCA-X Wide-Bandwidth Oscilloscope
Mainframe and Modules

M8091BSPA IEEE 802.3bs Receiver Test
Pre-Compliance Application

N1010100A R&D Software Package Enables  
PAM4 Analysis for N1000A DCA-X Oscilloscopes

Test-as-a-Service
High-Speed Digital Test Lab

N1930B Physical Layer Test System  
(PLTS) 2018 Software

Artificial intelligence (AI), virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR), Internet of 
Things (IoT), and autonomous cars, all enabled by 5G, escalate the need for more 
and faster data both in the core network and the data center. Many data centers 
are currently at maximum capacity. Data center operators need to find a way to 
increase channel bandwidth to reach 400 gigabit Ethernet (GE) speeds to support 
the performance demands of emerging technologies. Upgrading from 100GE to 
400GE requires a whole new set of tests.

Faster networking speeds require faster memory and faster serial bus 
communications. Data center operators need to move to the next generation of 
high-speed computing interfaces, such as Peripheral Component Interconnect 
Express (PCI Express® or PCIe®) and Double Data Rate (DDR) memory, to 
support 400GE speeds. They must also consider new specialized interconnect 
technologies that offer alternatives to PCIe.

Annual Size of the
Global Datasphere
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Unplanned downtime or lack of technical expertise can 
undermine any project schedule, delay time-to-market, 
and increase operating costs. The days of simple designs 
are gone. Technology integration and test solution 
complexity continue to increase rapidly. Our customer 
support has evolved to help you meet these challenges. 

The Days of Simple  Designs are Gone

Network operators need to validate their networks at 
50GE, 100GE, and 200GE speeds as stepping stones to 
400GE. Network validation that includes traffic load test 
enables network operators to create, test, and verify the 
interoperability of 56 Gb/s PAM4-based technologies while 
maximizing their test investment.

Traffic Loading is the 
Next Test Challenge
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